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EASY PREY
By Catherine Lo (YA F Lo)
345 pages 2018 Mystery Fiction
Mouse, Drew and Jenna have been classmates for years and for three people who aren’t
necessarily friends, they have a lot of history. When a teacher’s ‘private’ photos go viral online,
Mouse, Drew and Jenna become the prime suspects. All deny culpability but it seems someone is
leaking information and they might be at the center of a set up. (Grades 9 & up)

LITTLE WHITE LIES
By Jennifer Lynn Barnes (YA F Barn)
390 pages 2018 Mystery Fiction
Eighteen-year-old Sawyer Taft never expected her estranged grandmother to suddenly show up at
the small apartment she shares with her mom and offer her $500,000. The catch: Sawyer must
participate in and complete the debutante season and live with her wealthy grandmother for the
nine month duration. Intrigued by the prospect of maybe discovering who her biological father is,
Sawyer accepts, and is thrust into a life of decorum and riches. Her father’s identity isn’t the only
secret her family is hiding; soon Sawyer is drawn into a complicated plot involving a hit and run,
kidnapping, and theft. Her relationship with her mother also suffers as Sawyer is pulled deeper
into the family. Mystery, intrigue, and a touch of humor make this a fun and quick read! (Grades 9
& up)

PANDEMIC: HOW CLIMATE, THE ENVIRONMENT, AND SUPERBUGS
INCREASE THE RISK
By Connie Goldsmith (YA 614.4 Gold)
136 pages 2019 Nonfiction
Have you ever wondered when the next pandemic like the Plague or Smallpox is going to happen?
What bacteria or virus will cause the next outbreak? Can we stop it from happening? These
questions and more are answered in Pandemic. Each chapter visits a different bacteria or virus and
discusses history as a way to predict the future. Learn how epidemiologists predict, contain and
control the spread of disease on a global scale and see how human activities and actions can have
an impact on public health crises. (Grades 7 & up)

THANOS: TITAN CONSUMED
By Barry Lyga (YA F Lyga)
406 pages 2018 Science Fiction
As Thanos emerged as the villain that not even the Mighty Avengers could defeat during the events
of Infinity War he still has a past that shaped him. Born on the doomed planet of Titan to A’lars
and his absent mother Sui-San, he is a shock to his people. His purple hue is viewed as a
representation of death. He was isolated from society and poked and prodded as a deviant. All of
the events in the book shape Thanos, The Black Order, and his children, Gamora and Nebula, in
the characters seen in the Marvel Universe. (Grades 8 & up)

THE HATE U GIVE
By Angie Thomas (YA F Thom)
444 pages 2017 Realistic Fiction
The Hate U Give is told from the point of view of Starr Carter. Starr lives in a poor African-American
neighborhood with her two brothers and her parents. She goes to a private high school in a wealthy
area. When Starr goes to high school, she almost leads a different life, goofing off with her
boyfriend and going to basketball practice with her friends. The story begins after one of Starr’s
childhood best friend is shot by a policeman after being pulled over. After the shooting the town is
struck by grief and is seeking change. The story will take you on a journey with Starr as she deals
with the aftermath of the shooting and finds her voice. Reviewed by TAB member Vismaya M.
(Grades 8 & up)

